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Your in-depth guide to detecting network breaches, uncovering evidence, and preventing future attacks
Whether it’s from malicious code sent through an e-mail or an unauthorized user accessing company files, your network is vulnerable to attack. Your response to such incidents is critical. With this comprehensive guide, Douglas Schweitzer arms you with the tools to reveal a security breach, gather evidence to report the crime, and conduct audits to prevent future attacks. He also provides you with a firm understanding of the methodologies for incident response and computer forensics, Federal Computer Crime law information and evidence requirements, legal issues, and how to work with law enforcement.      

You’ll learn how to:     

	Recognize the telltale signs of an incident and take specific response measures
	Search for evidence by preparing operating systems, identifying network devices, and collecting data from memory
	Analyze and detect when malicious code enters the system and quickly locate hidden files
	Perform keyword searches, review browser history, and examine Web caches to retrieve and analyze clues
	Create a forensics toolkit to prop-erly collect and preserve evidence
	Contain an incident by severing network and Internet connections, and then eradicate any vulnerabilities you uncover
	Anticipate future attacks and monitor your system accordingly
	Prevent espionage, insider attacks, and inappropriate use of the network
	Develop policies and procedures to carefully audit the system


CD-ROM includes:     

	Helpful tools to capture and protect forensic data; search volumes, drives, and servers for evidence; and rebuild systems quickly after evidence has been obtained
	Valuable checklists developed by the author for all aspects of incident response and handling



About the Author
   DOUGLAS SCHWEITZER is an Internet security specialist and authority on malicious code and computer forensics. He is a Cisco Certified Network Associate and Certified Internet Webmaster Associate, and holds A+, Network+, and i-Net+ certifications. Schweitzer is also the author of Internet Security Made Easy and Securing the Network from Malicious Code.
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Energy Law: An Introduction (SpringerBriefs in Law)Springer, 2015

	The aim of this short text is simply to introduce a reader to this topic. It is intended for a global audience and rather than being restricted to potential energy law students of a particular country. It is also written for students of other disciplines such as geographers, social scientists and engineers. It should also be engaging to those...
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PHPList 2 E-mail Campaign ManagerPackt Publishing, 2011

	Tired of an e-mail BCC list that scrolls off the page or fiddly and hard-to-manage bulk mailing systems? You need phpList—a high-powered, robust, feature-packed mailing system that will "get out of your way" and get the job done.


	phpList 2 E-mail Campaign Manager will guide you from basic installation and setup...
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Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Flash MX in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Since its introduction in 1996, Macromedia Flash has become the standard for delivering high impact, vector-based graphics to the Web.  Flash is deceptively simple at first, yet has great depth and flexibility.Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Flash 5 in 24 Hours offers a clearly written, well-organized introduction to this powerful product, and gives...
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Murach's ADO.NET 4 Database Programming with VB 2010Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Now in its 4th Edition, this book shows Visual Basic developers how to use Visual Studio and ADO.NET to develop database applications the way the best professionals do. You'll learn how to:

	
		quickly create Windows and web applications by dragging-and-dropping data controls in Visual Studio 2010
	
		code your...
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Advanced Wired and Wireless Networks (Multimedia Systems and Applications)Springer, 2004
We live in the era of information revolution triggered by a widespread
availability of Internet and Internet based applications, further enhanced by
an introduction of wireless data networks and extension of cellular networks
beyond traditional mobile telephony through an addition of the mobile
Internet access. The Internet has...
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Powerboater's Guide to Electrical Systems, Second EditionInternational Marine, 2007
Understand, troubleshoot, repair, and upgrade your boat’s electrical systems
  

Frustrated by the high cost of basic electrical work but nervous about tackling such projects yourself? Get sound advice and guidance from author Ed Sherman, who wrote and teaches the American Boat & Yacht Council’s...
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